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To conclude this
wonderful conference and
experience, there had been
a closing ceremony held
to thank and congratulate
all participants, as well as
to summarize this year’s
issue focus.

April 14th 2018

Closing Ceremony

Starting off the ceremony
was Deputy Secretary
General, Seo-Hee Hong,
who had discussed and
linked this conference
back to the idea of being
privileged and not living
in poverty just like the 1.3
billion people in the world
who are forced to face
the struggle of poverty,
and some are as young as
newborns.
She had then said a
powerful word in which

was about saying no, not
hopes that with msmun,
being afraid to say no and it has pushed the young
taking action, and that she delegates into the path of

changing the future and
creating a difference in the
world. As she had stated;

“This is not the world I
want, this is not the world
I envisioned.” motivating
the young delegates, SeoHee went on by saying
that if we want to see a
change, we should make
the first move, not rely on
others to do if for us and
only with that, a change
will be made. She ended
by congratulating and
appreciating the delegates
on their hard work and
their time spent in this
2 day conference. After
those wonderful words
had been said, there
was a resolution written
to give a recap on the
msmun conference and to
congratulate individuals
on their work.
Continued on pg.3

What MSMUN Did for You
Nowair Al Tamimi
Qatar Academy

This season of MSMUN
has come to an end,
delegates have gone in
knowing little to nothing
about the issue of poverty
across the globe and are
now leaving with enough
knowledge to take action
and make a change. In
the last 2 days, the young
delegates have been
discussing and debating
the different arguments
under the subject topic of
poverty in a more efficient
manner. Through this
experience, the delegates

“A majority of them have found
that this conference had opened
up their minds to other’s
perspectives”

and staff members have
gained experience in
MSMUN and have been
impacted or changed
by it. The delegates of

this conference have
gained a lot of knowledge
throughout and have
improved and gained new
skills such as research

and communication.
A majority of them
have found that this
conference had opened
up their minds to other’s
perspectives and have
shed light to the issue
of poverty which has
impacted their views in
things and the privileged
life they have. It has made

them more appreciative
of the life they have and
the life they lived growing
up, but also taught them
of all the dangers which
link back to poverty and
the measures and risks
some people have to take
just to do the simplest of
things.
Continued on pg.4
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MSMUN Insight
Shoug Al Tamimi
Qatar Academy

Chairs have worked hard
to make this conference
possible and in order
for the debates to run
smoothly. QMUNITY
Voice reporter Shoug Al
Tamimi sat down with
some of the chairs to ask
them a few questions,
giving you an insight on the
process of being a chair.
What advice would
you give anyone
thinking of being a
chair?
“In order to ensure a
fruitful debate, a good
chair is someone who
thinks from the perspective
of both a chair and
the delegates. This will
help make sure that the
discussion is concentrated
on a specific issue or be
guided to be more prosolution focused. The
chair should make sure to
encourage the delegates and
make them feel comfortable
talking for a more
productive debate. The
chair should also take into
consideration suggestions
from the delegates to make
sure that they enjoy their
time as well as learn.” Farah Sarhan
Would you
recommend being a
chair for delegates
and why?

“One person
can make a
difference and
every person
should try.”
- John F. Kennedy

“I absolutely recommend
all delegates who are
comfortable with debate
to try chairing, as it is a
different type of experience
that you may not gain
through being a delegate.
Through chairing you are
looking from a different
point of view being given
a bigger responsibility
where you learn how to
become a better leader and

how to deal with different
problems instantly.” - Sama
Ayoub

teaches students all around
the globe.” - Buthaina Al
Mana

What was your
best experience as a
chair?

What do you think
makes an effective
delegate?

“Guiding rather than
dictating delegates during
lobbying time which as a
result is evidently reflective
throughout the quality of
debates held” - Suha

constructive and functional
chair.” - Hend Mansi
How do you make
sure delegates are
active throughout
the debate?

“An effective chair is a
“To make sure my delegates
person who is able to lead
are active throughout the
the room in such ways were debate, I generally look
people want to hear, rather around to see the amount
than need to. To be able
of people focused. Should
to make small talk with
I find that a lot of them
people from all around
aren’t focused, I would give
Why did you apply
the globe and to be able
a 5 minute unmoderated
for the chair position to multitask when dealing
caucus to rest and plan; the
in MSMUN?
with the room. The chair
issue is usually a result of
should pay attention with
focusing for a long period
“I applied for chair in
what is happening and
and this gives the delegates
order to gain experience
listen to the speeches to
a break. It could also be a
in leadership skills for
keep track of the debate for result of no planning and
younger middle school
better organisation. These
a break would improve the
students in order to prepare qualities are what make a
debate.” - Ahmed Al Naimi
them for future conferences
that are more competitive
“In order to ensure a fruitful
such as THIMUN. It
was also important that I
debate, a good chair is someone
applied for chair so that the
who thinks from the perspective
delegates are able to shape
their personality around
of both a chair and the
confidence and perspective,
delegates.”
which is what MUN
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Wrapping Up MSMUN
Shoug Al Tamimi
Qatar Academy

The time has come for
MSMUN 2018 to end
as delegates wrap up
their debates, finalise
their resolutions and
congratulate one another
on their hard work.
We would all like to
congratulate the executive
team, chairs, delegates,
press team, and admin
staff for all their hard
work on this conference,
as it wouldn’t have come
to fruition, or been
successful without them.
Many delegates from
different schools in Qatar
and abroad have come
for the first time while
others have attended this
conference before in order
to contribute to today’s

modern society and resolve This years theme revolved
world issues.
around poverty and the
importance of resolving
This conference gave them the issue of poverty for
a platform in which they
a sustainably developed
can discover new paths
world. Poverty still
and come up with ways to
remains to be one of the
resolve worldwide issues.
greatest challenges faced

by humanity. Poverty is a
part of the SDG, and the
UNDP are trying to raise
awareness and take action
in hopes to end all forms of
poverty by 2030. Through
this conference. Delegates
have been debating many

different topics depending
on their committee hut
have also managed to
incorporate SDG1 which
looks at the issue of
poverty.

MSMUN videography
press team. This year’s
season of MSMUN had
been great for all, and

memorable one and the
delegates could leave with
all the knowledge they
have learnt in the last two

days and with enough to
be the change our world
needs.

Closing Ceremony
Nowair Al Tamimi
Qatar Academy

Lisa Martin had been
given a great thank you
by the THIMUN Qatar
office and the MSMUN
executive team for her
hard work throughout the
years and especially at her
last year as head. All the
outstanding participants
had been recognized for
their individual hard
work and the efforts they
have put in to make this
4th annual conference the
best it can be.
To close off this
ceremony and 4th annual
MSMUN conference
season, there had been
an outstandingly put
together video made by
Ghufrane Daymi along
with the hardworking

with the help of the
hardworking office team
and executives, this
conference was surely a

Continued on pg.7
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Importance of Diplomacy
Fiza Faris
Newton International
Academy

how the United Nations
work. How the problems
faced by mankind are
gruesome and unfair. It is
important for their plights,
their cries and their voices
to be heard.
And diplomacy is a
stepping stool to join
hands with other nations
to give out our ears, our
hearts and our minds to
solving their problems.

Firstly, what is
diplomacy?
Diplomacy is a skill of
managing international
relations by designating
country’s representatives
abroad.
Why do we need
diplomacy?
The world has come to
a stage where suspicion
and mistrust grow by the
second. One small act of
secrecy can cause a fireball
of disputes and suspicion.
The world no longer
believes in innocence nor
the extension of trust. This
leads to tension between
countries and then can

lead to wars.
Diplomacy is the key to
managing relations and
preventing issues arising
over misconception and

false information.
By being more diplomatic
and delegating
ambassadors it helps
improve tension and
create trust between

nations.
Through MSMUN young
delegates have learnt the
importance of diplomacy
through their delegations.
They have experienced

Delegates have learnt
that diplomacy does not
only improve or manage
international relations
but educate them on
how each nations have
problems, how each
nations believe is the best
way to solve them, how
in reality nations need
each other for support and
sustainability.
Continued on pg.7

What MSMUN Did for You
world, of all ages and races
are capable of making a
change.” Admins are a part
Most importantly, MSMUN of the MSMUN staff and
and this year’s conferhave also had an impact
ence has made them more
through their experience
knowledgeable on 1/17 of
in the conference. Being
the SDGs and as the future admins has helped in their
generation of this country
skill of being responsible, it
and this world it is imporhas allowed them to know
tant that they have a gener- how to work with others
al idea on each of the goals and with the younger delin order to make a change
egates. Through being an
in the world and our future admin in this great conferby taking small actions
ence, many of the admin
from now to achieve the
team believe that this
vision created of no poverty position had given them a
in 2030 as well as eliminat- deeper understanding of
ing the other issues faced
how MUN works. Just like
by society. Through this
the delegates and admins,
process, some delegates
the honorable chairs have
have walked in with a fear
also gained something
of speaking in public and
through this journey and
now leave being confident
when the question was
and consider public speak- asked ‘What has MSMUN
ing a passion of theirs. One done for you?’ what they
delegate had stated that
had to say was this confer“MSMUN had taught me
ence has changed them
that all people around the
into becoming kinder and
Nowair Al Tamimi
Qatar Academy

an overall better person.
As well as knowing how to
lead different types of people and know how to act
fast in situations and whenever problems occur. With
this experience they have
said it has boosted their
confidence, and has surely
given them a simulation of
the UN.

“MSMUN had taught me that
all people around the world, of
all ages and races are capable
of making a change.”
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Interview With Director
Fiza Faris
Newton International
Academy

Who motivates our
delegates to do their best?
Who guides them? Who is
behind their successes?
The answer is Directors.
Behind every successful
delegate, there’s a director.
A director in the world of
MUN is the person who
is in charge of the MUN
club in a school. Without
them, organizing a team,
learning the ways the
UN works, organizing
conferences to attend
to and such are almost
impossible without them.
MUN is all about the
students and their
delegations. However,
directors of each school
should be recognized for
their effort and time to
support the students in
their dream of making our
world a better place.
Reporter Fiza sat down
with the director from
Newton International
Academy, Ms Sara de
Paula and asked her a set
of questions:

not be achieved greatly
in classrooms. She found
that it made her a better
educator, it contributed to
her subjects and has a great
impact on her students.

delegates?

“Try. If you don’t try, you
will never know.” This
exact words from Ms
Sara hits home to many
experienced delegates
from her school. Without
What is the best part trying you will never know
of being a director?
if it was good or bad. She
What inspired
believes everything should
you to become a
For Ms Sara, the best part
be tried to know if you
director?
of this title she owns is that would enjoy it. That one
when her students come
phrase sums up everything
Ms Sara originally did not
running to her exclaiming and it cannot be denied it
know about the world of
how they are having the
is a truthful and impactful
MUN. She was asked to
time of their lives, how
advice that can make a first
be in charge of it by her
their resolution passed,
time delegate braver.
school as a part of their
how they made new friend
extra-curricular activity.
that they have managed to
She started out slow,
keep for long. The joy on
What is the
getting to know this world
their faces is what Ms Sara challenging part of
in bits by bits and has
craves and look for each
being a director?
ended up falling in love it.
time.
She continued as a director
The challenging part as
due to the development
director for Ms Sara is
of the relationship she
What advice would
ensuring that the students
managed to achieve with
you give to first time are committed to their
her students that could

team. That they do not
back out last minute or
come up empty handed on
the day of the conference.
Teaching responsibility
is not as easy as it sounds
and that is challenging for
anyone.

the best way to promote
MUN and to encourage
other students to take
part in MUN is through
the experiences of other
delegates. She urges
her delegates to write
a paragraph of their
experience in a conference
and incorporate it in the
How would you
school newsletters or in a
encourage students
video. A word of mouth is
to take part in MUN? the best way to encourage
someone because it is more
Ms Sara believes that
genuine and truthful.

“Try. If you don’t try, you will
never know.” This exact words
from Ms Sara hits home to
many experienced delegates
from her school. Without trying
you will never know if it was
good or bad.”
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Importance of Diplomacy
them better adults in the
future.
MSMUN is not just about
debating global issues. It is
also about incorporating
various skills into delegates
lives. It’s about instilling
emotions such compassion
and gratitude. Making
friends and memories.
Diplomacy is not defined
as only maintaining
international relationships.
It is the empowerment of
nations working together.
Of treating one another as
equals and not as a LEDC
or MEDC.

Fiza Faris
Newton International
Academy

Diplomacy has many
meanings but one that
can be suitable for the
conference this year is that
diplomacy have managed
to unite nations to solve
one prominent issue that is
globally seen as a plague.
To abolish poverty.

Diplomacy benefits the
delegates not only in
their conferences but also
in their life. It will help
delegates in handling life
matters by themselves.
Their interactions with
their friends, siblings,
parents, neighbours and
who knows, maybe even
their pets will improve
significantly!

It’s a growing trait to
possess and delegates
can see that it is slowly
impacting them in a way
they never could have
imagined. By instilling
diplomacy into young
delegates, it would make

“It’s a growing trait to posses and delegates
can see that it is slowly impacting them in a
way they never could have imagined.”

Wrapping Up MSMUN
Shoug Al Tamimi
Qatar Academy

This conference wouldn’t
have happened without
the hard work and
determination of the
director Lisa Martin and
Fatima El Mahdi who
have devoted their time
and efforts in order to
build this conference
from the ground up,
and give students like us
a chance to participate
and enjoy the magic of
coming together to solve
worldwide issues. This
conference wouldn’t
have been possible
without great efforts of
the Press team, Admin
staff, IT team, Deputies,
Student Officers and
most of all our hard
working delegates. These

Delegates help move
towards a sustainable
world as they tackle
problems that surround
us, and this enriching
experience allows them
to understand how the
UN works and to be more
knowledgeable about their
surroundings. It is safe
to say that each of these
delegates is now aware of
the ways in which they
can make changes to carve
a path to a better world.
These past two days has
been a journey for many
of the participants in
MSMUN as it has created
a sense of family and a
home for these delegates.
The delegates have gotten
a chance to communicate
with one another and
create friendships through

this experience, and
the resolutions show
the efforts of delegates
working together to
come up with the best
solutions to their issue.
MSMUN has taught

delegates that this is not
just a regular conference,
but a way in which the
future generation is
able to lead and acquire
the knowledge that will
guide us to a sustainably

developed world. It has
taught delegates that
they should follow their
goals and implement
them in order to achieve
sustainable development
and a better world.

The Lighter Side

POLICIES
DELEGATES
CHAIRS
AMENDMENT
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SDG
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